
Product information  

    

Item No. WTE-002 Material ABS plastic
Size Length 42 cm Color Silver
Metal
accessory

Gloss silver round metal hook Logo Effect No logo

Surface
Effect

Galvanic Minimum order quantity 1000pcs each item

Time of the
samples

Approximately 7 days before the new
monster

Delivery time About 30 days

Payment way More as your requirement T/T, PayPal and
West Union

Shipping way By sea, by air, by international express, and your service code for
the shipping agent is also acceptable            

Product detail
 

 



 

Changeable metal accessory
 



 

We used the high quality metal hook and clips to your pendant, with iron material, different
galvanic surface color effect, make it for rust. 

The shape you can chose: round shape, it can with beading or no, and the upper part can be
kept or not; round flat shape; square shape; square round shape; and special long square
shape, or other more custom shape.

The beautiful color that you can use for the metal accessory, the normal color: shiny silver
color, we call it also chrome color; also, we call the nickeling color matte color; gun black
color, the color is black but very Sheen; ordinary black color. The special color: matte black
bolor, we call the dusty black color, the surface does not need any brightness, and it's not
galvanizing effect, it is dyed effect; Ordinary golden color, dark golden color Rose Gold
color, Champagne gold color and bronze color ... 



 

Our regular package
 

 

Suit different pendants with various suitable bag, rubber coated hanger and regular plastic
pendant with transparent plastic bag, Velvet pendant with PE foam bag, and pendants in the
cutom K = K size carton, shipping with your brand.

 



Logo display

 

We can add your company name on the hangers, and with the effect of the logo you want.
Most regular logo effect for plastic hanger is print, support one color print and color
printing two or more color. The effect very nice logo silver hot stamping and gold hot
stamping, it is usually the matchede with metal accessories, make the pendant more
fashion, and the logo clearly. Plastic sheet or special metal plate logo is very luxurious for
plastic material pendant, make the whole pendant looks more luxury.

 

Different types of hanger 



 

Many customers want the plastic pendant with the different surface effect, to meet their
need to make more. Such as velvet surface effect more for women dress up non-slip, and
galvanized surface effect to the style of the shop and rubber coated surface effects suitable
for man garment and baking surface effect suitable for everyone.

 

Quality control
 

We have set up a complete and effective control system and see details as follows:

1) material quality control

2) process quality control

3) first piece quality control

4) mass products quality control

5) outgoing quality control



6) ready for delivery

7) container loading quality control

8) all quality checks are correctly recorded and archived for tracking and managing
purposes.

 

FAQ
V: make your House brand?

A: Yes, we offer this service.

Question: do you offer free sample?
A: of course, if the sample is a common style, we offer free sample without shipping. If you
want the sample is

     unusual style, you have to pay for making samples. Samples cost covers after order

Q: If the products broken during transport are, how can I do?
A: you can send us the broken products by picture. If the reason is, we will send you our
production errors

     products with the same amount of broken.

Q: are you shipping service offer?
A: Yes, of course. We offer shipping service.

 

How to contact us
 

Do you have any interest to cooperate with us, you can add email below or call tel N below:

Shenzhen Yuntong garment accessory co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Yuntong hanger factory

E-mail:info@ythanger.com/Jaco

Tel:+ 86 755-28750513

 


